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ABSTRACT

Short documents are typically represented by very sparse vectors, in the space of terms. In this case, traditional techniques for calculating text similarity results in measures which are very close to zero, since documents even the very similar ones have a very few or mostly no terms in common. In order to alleviate this limitation, the representation of short-text segments should be enriched by incorporating information about correlation between terms. In other words, if two short segments do not have any common words, but terms from the first segment appear frequently with terms from the second segment in other documents, this means that these segments are semantically related, and their similarity measure should be high. Towards achieving this goal, we employ a method for enhancing document clustering using statistical semantics. However, the problem of high computation time arises when calculating correlation between all terms. In this work, we propose the selection of a few terms, and using these terms with the Nyström method to approximate the term-term correlation matrix. The selection of the terms for the Nyström method is performed by randomly sampling terms with probabilities proportional to the lengths of their vectors in the document space. This allows more important terms to have more influence on the approximation of the term-term correlation matrix and accordingly achieves better accuracy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning; I.7.2 [Document and Text Processing]: Document Preparation
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1. INTRODUCTION

In social media, users usually post short texts. Twitter limits the length of each Tweet to 140 characters; therefore, developing data mining techniques to handle the large volume of short texts has become an important goal [1]. Text document clustering has been widely used to organize document databases and discover similarity and topics among documents. Short text clustering is more challenging than regular text clustering; due to the sparsity and noise, they provide very few contextual clues for applying traditional data mining techniques [2]; therefore, short documents require different or more adapted approaches. The representation of short-text segments needs to get enriched by incorporating information about correlation between terms.

The most common document representation model is vector space model (VSM) introduced by Salton et al. [3], which assumes that terms are independent and ignores the semantic relation among terms. The novelty of the VSM is to use frequencies in a corpus of text as a clue for discovering semantic information. The idea of the VSM is to represent each document in a collection as a point in a space (a vector in a vector space). Points that are closer in this space are semantically similar and points that are far apart are semantically distant. In Generalized Vector Space Model (GVSM) [4], the correlation between terms is estimated as inner product (un-normalized association matrix) or cosine similarities (normalized association matrix) of term vectors in dual space; Covariance matrix between terms, and the matrix of Pearson’s correlation coefficients can also be used to estimate the Gram matrix of term vectors that encodes measures of statistical correlations between terms [5].

In this paper, the correlation between terms is used; however, in order to deal with the problem of high computation time arises when calculating correlation between all terms. We use Nyström approximation [6] using few terms to approximate the whole term-term correlation matrix. The selection of the terms for the Nyström method is performed by randomly sampling terms with probabilities proportional to the lengths of their vectors in the document space. This allows more important terms to have more influence on the approximation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An overview of the related literature work and background is presented in Section 2. Section 3 provides the description of the pro-
posed method. Section 4 covers the experimental results and analysis. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

For mapping from the unclassified text to the given categories, short text classification requires sufficient number of training examples to achieve the high accuracy; therefore, using a totally unsupervised technique for short text grouping is more efficient. An overview of the approaches in the literature to tackle the problem of short text clustering is provided in this section.

One possible approach is modifying the term weighting technique. As different terms have different importance in a given document, a term-weight is normally associated with every term. In order to enable an effective clustering process, the word frequencies need to be normalized in terms of their relative frequency of presence in the document and over the entire collection. These weights are often derived from the frequency of terms within a document or a set of documents. The idea of weighting is to give more weight to the terms of higher importance; the most popular way to formalize this idea for term-document matrices is the vector-space based tf-idf [7], [8] which is a simple and efficient representation. In tf-idf representation, the term frequency for each word is normalized by the inverse document frequency to reduce the weight of terms which occur more frequently in the collection. In addition, a sub-linear transformation function is often applied to the term frequencies in order to avoid the undesirable dominating effect of any single term that might be very frequent in a document.

A variety of methods have been proposed to extend term weighting techniques to work on short documents. First, Yan et al. [9] have proposed an alternative technique to calculate the term weighting in short documents. They have mentioned that for short texts using tf-idf is not very efficient since term frequency in all documents is not a good measure to capture the discriminative power of the data due to the sparsity. Despite from tf-idf, their method measures term discriminability by term level instead of document level. Weights are derived from well-known normalized cut (Ncut) method [10]. They first consider clustering the terms by applying Ncut to the graph model in which the nodes represent terms and the edges represent the correlation between terms which defines number of co-occurrence of two terms connected with that particular edge; the graph is then partitioned using Ncut method. For experiments they have only considered words with document frequency more than 6 and documents containing more than 4 words.

Another approach to handle short documents, is using explicit and external semantics by incorporating some external knowledge such as introducing external corpus which enables using external semantics. Ferragina et al. [11] proposed a simple and fast method for entity disambiguation (entity linking) for short texts using Wikipedia. Hu et al. [12] exploited features from Wikipedia for clustering of short texts. Using Wikipedia and ontology-based techniques is computationally complex; another approach to enhance the clustering is to use explicit internal semantics, such as term-term similarity [5]. One possible approach is to extend the features. Estimating the relation between terms takes advantage of co-occurrence information, which is based on the assumption that two terms are similar if they frequently co-occur in the same document. A term can then be represented by a term co-occurrence vector, rather than the document vector. Both co-occurrence and dependency of terms is considered. The weight of co-occurrence between each pair of terms is calculated, and then based on this measure two terms are decided to be in the same cluster or not.

Correlation matrix for short texts is very sparse (mostly zero) as a lot of words do not appear in each individual document and the respective element of the matrix is zero, and due to sparsity, the performance of clustering algorithms will decrease dramatically, as stated in [13]. In some works SVD is used as a way of simulating the missing text and as stated by [14] it is a way of compensating for the missing data, it also enables us to handle a large-scale data. In [15], it is also mentioned that a low rank approximation of the matrix inspired by [16]-[18] is used, in order to achieve the best rank-k approximation of the data matrix.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Finding correlation among terms is important especially in short text clustering where limited knowledge is available. If using external semantics source, such as Wikipedia, is not considered, one should then focus on creating the semantic relation based on the internal semantics; e.g. statistical semantics, which is a measure of similarity between units of text (terms) and is evaluated based on the statistical analysis of term occurrence patterns [5], correlation between terms.

Short-text segments are typically represented by very sparse vectors, where each has non-zero weights for only a very few terms. In this case, traditional techniques for calculating text similarity results in measures which are very close to zeros. This is due to the fact that documents, even the very similar ones, do have a very few or mostly no terms in common. In order to alleviate this limitation, we need to enrich the representation of short-text segments by incorporating information about correlation between terms. In other words, if two short segments do not have any common words, but terms from the first segment appear frequently with terms from the second segment in other documents, this means that these segments are semantically related, and their similarity measure should be high. Towards achieving this goal, we employ a method for enhancing document clustering using statistical semantics proposed by Farahat and Kamel [5] and enhance it to handle large amounts of short documents.

Let $X$ be an $m \times n$ matrix whose each element $X_{ij}$ represents the weight of term $i$ inside document $j$. Farahat and Kamel [5] proposed the use of a document similarity kernel based on term-term correlation as:

$$K = X^T G X,$$

where $G$ is $m \times m$ is a term-term correlation matrix represented that could be calculated either using association between terms (assc), normalized association between terms (asscn), covariance measures (cov) or Pearson’s correlation coefficients (pcor). Using the data matrix $X$ to calculate $G$ results in the following matrices:

$$G_{assc} = XX^T$$

$$G_{assc,n} = L_X^{-1/2} XX^T L_X^{-1/2}$$
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where \( \bar{X} = X H \) is the matrix that is obtained from \( X \) by centering its columns, \( H = I - \frac{1}{\ell} e e^T \) is an \( n \times n \) centering matrix, and \( e \) is the all-ones vector of size \( n \). The matrices \( L_X \) and \( L_X \) are diagonal matrices whose diagonal elements are the lengths of the columns of \( X \) and \( X \): respectively. Farahat and Kamel [5] suggested the factorization of \( K \) into \( W^T W \), where \( W = X^T \bar{Z} \) and \( Z \) are determined based on the term-term correlation matrix used such that \( G = ZZ^T \). The vector-based clustering algorithms can then be performed on \( W \) instead of \( X \) and the similarity-based clustering can be performed on the semantic kernel \( K = W^T W \) instead of the kernel calculated based on \( X \) (e.g., \( K = X^T X \) for linear kernels).

The main limitation of using these semantic kernels is that if all documents are used to estimate term-term correlations, the time and space complexities of the algorithm to calculate the semantic representation of documents is \( O(n^2) \). In order to alleviate this problem, Farahat and Kamel suggested the use of a fewer documents to estimate these correlations. This solution considerably reduces the computational complexity and it works well in practice for long documents. In the case of short documents, the number of terms per document is very small and it will be required to select almost all documents in order to include all the terms in the corpus. In this case, it is required to develop a more elegant way to approximate the term-term correlation matrix.

We propose the selection of a few terms, rather than documents, and then use these terms with the Nyström method [6] to approximate the term-term correlation matrix \( X \). The proposed method works as follows. Let \( G \) be the term-term correlation matrix, \( S \) be the set of selected terms, and \( R \) be the set of remaining terms. The Nyström method approximates the matrix \( G \) using the subset \( S \) as:

\[
\tilde{G} = G S G_S^{-1} G^T_S
\]

The approximation of \( G \) can be factorized as \( ZZ^T \), where \( Z = G S G_S^{-1/2} \). For different measures of term-term correlation, the semantic representation matrix \( W \) can be calculated as:

\[
W_{ASSC} = \left( X_S X_S^T \right)^{-1/2} X_S X^T X,
\]

\[
W_{ASSC-N} = \left( X_S X_S^T \right)^{-1/2} X_S X^T L_X^{-1/2} X,
\]

\[
W_{COV} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{n-1}} \left( X_S H X_S^T \right)^{-1/2} X_S H X^T X, \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
W_{PCOR} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{n-1}} \left( X_S H X_S^T \right)^{-1/2} X_S H X^T L_X^{-1/2} X.
\]

Note that \( H = H H \) as \( H \) is a projection matrix.

The aforementioned formulas for calculating the semantic representations can be implemented in an efficient manner. First, the \( G_S \) matrices are \( \ell \times \ell \) matrices where \( \ell \ll m \) is the number of selected terms. The square root of the inverse of these matrices \( G_S^{-1/2} \) can be easily calculated by computing the eigen decomposition of \( G_S = U \Lambda U^T \) and then taking the leading \( k \leq \ell \) eigen values and vectors. By taking the inverse of the square root of the eigen values, \( G_S^{-1/2} = U \Lambda^{-1/2} U^T \) can be easily calculated. The other part of formulas can easily calculated and stored by either calculating \( X_S X^T \) or \( X_S H X^T \) which are both \( I \times m \). The matrix multiplications with \( H \) can be further improved by distributing the multiplied matrices across \( I \) and \( \frac{1}{n} e e^T \) (where \( H = I - \frac{1}{\ell} e e^T \)).

In the case when \( k \leq \ell \) eigen-values and vectors are used, the semantic representation can be directly expressed in the space of the leading \( k \) eigen vectors, e.g., \( W_{ASSC} = \Lambda^{-1/2} U^T X_S X^T X \). This is equivalent to using \( G_S^{-1/2} \) as \( W^T W \) in both cases will be equal. This reduces the dimension of the semantic space to \( k \) and makes the clustering algorithm more efficient.

The selection of the terms for the Nyström method is performed by randomly sampling terms with probabilities proportional to the lengths of their vectors in the document space. This allows more important terms to have more influence on the approximation of the term-term correlation matrix and accordingly achieves better accuracy.

### 4. EXPERIMENTS

#### 4.1 Experimental Setup

**Data Sets.**

In order to evaluate the proposed approach, we used a dataset of a large number of labeled tweets which was collected and labeled by Zubiaga et. al [19]. They have collected tweets that contain a URL to a web page, and each tweet was automatically labeled using the content of the page which the URL refers to, they have used the categories of the Open Directory Project (ODP) as their label set. This dataset contains 10 different categories (classes) and totally around 360k labeled tweets. The data used for the experiments is unbalanced random samples selected from this datasets with different sizes.

In the first category of experiments, two 10k datasets are sampled and a comparative study has been conducted to compare the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [20] and computation time when using the different approaches. In the second category of experiments, five datasets with different sizes, 10k, 25k, 50k, 75k and 100k are sampled and a comparative study has been conducted to compare the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [20] and computation time when using the different approaches.

**Baseline Methods.**

The baseline methods that are employed for the comparison are as follows:

- **K-means with terms weighted using tf-idf**
- **Spherical K-means with tf-idf** [21, 22], which uses the cosine similarity between documents, that considers the angle between them, not the length of the vectors; therefore, it is independent of the document’s length.
- **Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) with terms weighted using tf-idf** and Neut approach (Neut+NMF) [9]
Figure 1. Comparison of NMI using Spherical $K$-means

Figure 2. Comparison of computation time using Spherical $K$-means

Figure 3. Comparison of NMI using NMF

Figure 4. Comparison of computation time using NMF
4.2 Results and Analysis

Category I.

In this category of experiments, we have conducted experiments for a 10k dataset and averaged over 10 trials for different methods. In our approach, term-term correlation matrix could be calculated either using association between terms (assc), normalized association between terms (asscn), covariance measures (cov) or Pearson’s correlation coefficients (pocr), which all encode measures of statistical correlations between terms described in details in [5]. In order to demonstrate the results and compare our approach with baseline methods, we have selected the best two methods for calculating the term-term correlation for our approach shown in Figure 1 to Figure 4.

In order to compare the proposed approach, K-means, spherical K-means (Spherical K-means) and Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) are the clustering methods. When using NMF two different weighting methods are used, tf-idf and Ncut which is proposed by Yan et al. [9] and is using term-term correlation for short-text clustering. In this set of experiments NMI and computational time are compared. As mentioned by Yan et al., in the experiment section of their paper, there is a pre-processing for selecting the documents with more than a specific number of terms and the terms that have frequency more than a specific threshold. However, we have not applied this pre-processing, we used all documents and terms for all methods in order to be able to do the comparison.

Our approach consists of two steps as discussed in the previous section; after selecting a subset of terms (ℓ), the term-term correlation matrix is evaluated and then rank-k approximation of the matrix is used for clustering. In this category of experiments, we study the effect of using different number of terms and different ranks on NMI and computation time.

Figure 1 shows the comparison of different approaches, K-means, Spherical K-means, and two cases of the proposed approach in which pcor and asscn are used to measure the term-term similarity. As shown in the figures using low rank approximation of the original term-term matrix, our proposed approach can achieve higher NMI using very low number of terms and low rank approximation of the similarity matrix. As shown in this figure, using 5k terms and rank-5, the achieved NMI is the same as using the full rank matrix of term-term correlation and this results is approximately 7% higher than when using Spherical K-means and 18% higher than when using K-means with almost the same computation time as shown in Figure 2.

Non-negative Matrix Factorization is also used as the clustering approach and for pre-processing of the data tf-idf and Ncut are used as term weighting approaches. As can be seen from the results presented in Figures 3 and 4, which show the comparison in terms of NMI and computation time for the different methods, using our proposed approach with full rank matrix and Ncut weighting approach both require high computation time, since they both calculate the similarity measure between all terms. Ncut calculates the similarity based on inner product of terms for all terms. Using NMF with either tf-idf and Ncut results in almost same NMI. The effectiveness of our method is that by using lower rank and fewer terms we can achieve the best NMI with much lower computation time in comparison with Ncut+NMF and tf-idf+NMF.

In our approach, as the rank and the number of selected terms decrease the computation time decreases drastically; however, NMI keeps improving even when the lower rank approximation is used. We have shown that using lower rank and less number of terms, the clustering results achieved are competitive with other approaches and the computation time increases as the number of rank increase. However same accuracy can be achieved using low rank approximation which requires less computation time.

Category II.

In this category of experiments NMI is evaluated using different methods and for datasets with different sizes 10k, 25k, 50k, 75k and 100k. As shown in Figure 5, our method outperforms other methods even in the case in which dataset size is 100k; our method achieves higher NMI using only 10% of terms (ℓ = 10). The baseline methods are K-means and Spherical K-means and the clustering method used for our approach is Spherical K-means. When using NMF+Ncut as the clustering method, it requires a huge computation time and is not feasible since it computes the similarity measure for all terms; therefore, when using very large datasets we could not perform the comparison. When using huge dataset it is not feasible to calculate the whole term-term correlation matrix; since it takes a huge amount of time. Therefore in this category of experiments we only focus on K-means and Spherical K-means as baselines. As for our proposed approach we calculate up to rank 10k for huge dataset, if the dataset is very large, for example 100k, better results could be achieved by using higher rank for the approximation; however, using low rank approximation which helps to reduce the computational time extensively, results in acceptably higher NMI than the baseline methods.

The results achieved using our method, highly depends on the terms selected; as shown in Figure 5, NMI for rank-5k and rank-10k for dataset size 10k are almost the same; and in both cases our method outperforms the baseline approaches. When using rank-5k, it means that 5000 words are selected (ℓ=5000) and the rank used for the approximation is also 5000 (k=5000).

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, the effectiveness of short-text document clustering algorithms has been improved. As shown in the experimental results, our proposed approach outperforms the baseline methods by incorporating information about similarity measure based on statistical correlations between terms. We have proposed a technique to select a subset of terms...
and then using the selected terms along with the Nyström approximation, it can obtain a low rank approximation of the term-term correlation matrix in order to alleviate the problem of high computation time.

Different techniques for calculating the semantic similarity measure are evaluated on term-term correlations. These methods are discussed and their performance with three different clustering algorithms is evaluated. A low-dimension representation for documents is calculated based on random sampling of terms. Experiments show that using this random sampling and low rank approximation of the matrix, considerably reduces the run-time while maintaining much of the improvement achieved by the semantic similarity models in the document clustering task.
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